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✍
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Vid te purposes unless prior permission from its 
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In n rom use of this software.
Giga Pocket?

hat is Giga Pocket?
a Pocket is a Sony software application that allows you to watch TV and record
adcasted TV programs on your VAIO.

u want to record the special weekend movie and you are not at home?
 problem, you can always set the Timer Recording Manager to record it when

ase note relevant directions in your own country with regards to TV licensing re

To use Giga Pocket, you will need to use the D: partition on your hard drive (NTFS file system).

pyright notice
eo or audio files recorded using this software should not be utilized for any purpose other than priva
tful owner under the Copyright Act is obtained.

o event Sony shall be liable for any damages, loss of profits, or claims from a third party resulting f
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l specifications

chnical specifications
ur Giga Pocket enabled VAIO has the following TV related features and specific

rdware overview:

TV tuner supporting analogue cable TV and terrestrial TV,
Composite video input*,
S-video input*,
Stereo RCA audio inputs,
Hardware MPEG-2 encoder.

n some VAIO computers both front and back video inputs are available. You can have devices conne
tching between the 2 video channels in Giga Pocket. Please check the section Back Panel of your pri
ts on your computer are exactly.

pported TV broadcast standards:

PAL B/G,

PAL I,

SECAM L/L’.

pported audio standards:

AM mono,

FM mono (A1),

A2 multichannel audio / Zweiton:  mono, stereo, dual,

NICAM multichannel audio:  mono, stereo, dual.

pported colour standards for the video inputs:

PAL (50 Hz),

SECAM (50 Hz).
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❑

l specifications

pported recording formats:

Video frame size: 720x576 (Full D1),

Audio properties: 48 kHz, 16-bit stereo, 256 kbps MPEG-2,

SP capsules: 4 Mbps MPEG-2,

HQ capsules: 8 Mbps MPEG-2.

nimum screen resolution

1024x768 pixels.

There are some restrictions when working with Giga Pocket. Please read the Restrictions chapter in the Giga P

strictions

GigaPocket will work only with the TV Tuner device preinstalled.

GigaPocket will work only with the Audio device preinstalled.
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✍ h video inputs and use them by switching between 
 to use Giga Pocket

arting to use Giga Pocket
 following ports are located on your desktop:

Some models have these audio/video inputs on the back and on the front. You can have devices connected to bot
the 2 video channels in Giga Pocket.

1 Right audio-in port

2 Left audio-in port

3 Video-in port

4 S-Video-in port

5 Antenna-in (VHF/UHF) port
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1 enna-in port (5) on the computer.

2

To ayer), proceed as follows:

1  port (3), depending on the type of 

2 mended to use the S-Video output 

3 nnel ports.

✍
anel of your printed Specifications sheet to see 
 to use Giga Pocket

connect terrestrial or cable TV to your computer, proceed as follows:

Plug one end of your antenna cable/cable-TV cable (not supplied) into the Ant

Plug the other end in the TV wall socket.

connect an external video/audio source (such as a video camera, VCR or DVD pl

Connect your video/audio device’s video cable to the S-Video-in (4) or Video-in
cable supplied with the external device.

If the video source has both a composite and an S-Video output, you are recom
as this will result in higher quality video.

Connect the left and right audio cables into the right (1) and left (2) audio cha

Please note relevant directives with regards to TV licensing regulations in your own country.

This illustration may not correspond entirely to the configuration of your model. Please check the section Back P
where the ports are exactly.
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ins nsert two AA batteries and connect 
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To 

1

2 o -).

3

To  
int

✍

e remote control

sing the remote control
ur VAIO comes with a remote control with which you can control Giga Pocket, V
talled DVD playback software. Before you can use the remote control, you must i
 infrared receiver*.

epending on your model. Some models have a built-in infrared receiver.

insert the batteries, proceed as follows:

Slide the battery cover in the direction of the arrow.

Insert two AA batteries into the battery bay, matching the polarities (+ to +, - t

Close the battery cover and slide it securely back into place.

connect the supplied USB infrared receiver, simply plug the end of its USB cable
o one of the computer’s USB ports, as shown:

When using the remote control, always point it directly at the receiver.

This illustration may not correspond entirely to the configuration of your model. Please check the section Back 
Panel of your printed Specifications sheet to see where the ports are exactly.
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The see Giga Pocket’s online Help files, 
wit
e remote control

 following illustration and table describe the remote control’s features. Please 
hin the software itself, for more details.

ENTER

TV VIDEO DVD

MUSIC HOME NETWORK

APPLICATION�
CLOSE

APPLICATION�
START

MENU

TOOLSBACK

STOP PLAY PAUSE

RM-GP5U

JUMP ENTER

TV VIDEO DVD

MUSIC HOME NETWORK

APPLICATION�
CLOSE

APPLICATION�
START

MENU

TOOLSBACK

STOP PLAY PAUSE

RM-GP5U

JUMP
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1 s the sound.

2 wer saving modes in the Hardware 
ode while recording with Giga Pocket 
rver; approximately 5 minutes before 
 of a Video Capsule.

3 you press these number buttons. You 
hannels while recording.
Press it again to return to the current 

hannel number buttons.

4

5  images change to the television feed, 
) to the external input port such as a 
s while recording.

6 ens when Giga Pocket is in full-screen 
cording deck and playback deck.

7
n press the Size button and switch 
d Zoom.

8

9  the TV/Recording deck.

10

11 ying back a video capsule.

12 Giga Pocket. Use these buttons to skip 
 as the DVD supports this function.
e remote control

Button Function

MUTE Temporarily mutes the sound. Pressing it again restore

STANDBY Puts your computer into Standby mode. See Using po
Guide. You cannot put your computer into Standby m
or when some users are connected to the Giga Pocket se
timer recording starts; or just after the expiration date

Channel number buttons Used to select channels. Press the ENTER button after 
can select up to 3-digit numbers. You cannot change c
JUMP goes back to the previous channel you selected. 
channel.
ENTER selects the channel. Press it after pressing the c

AUDIO Selects and switches the sound mode.

TV/VIDEO Each time you press this button, the TV/Recording deck
or to those from a device connected (e.g., a camcorder
digital device or VCR. You cannot change input source

DISPLAY Displays the TV/Recording deck and playback deck scre
mode. Pressing the button again hides both the TV/Re

SIZE Only applicable for some models.
When Giga Pocket is shown in full screen mode you ca
between 3 different full screen modes: Normal, Full an

REC STOP Stops recording.

REC Starts recording the TV programs you are watching on

FUNCTION Not used for Giga Pocket.

REW and FF Press these buttons to fast forward or rewind when pla

PREV and NEXT These are DVD playback functions and are not used for 
to the next or go back to the previous chapter, as long
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13 o Capsules appearing on the playback 

14 cation in TV mode. It is also used to 
yback deck.

15 lication in Video mode. It is also used 
ed in TV deck.

16

17

18

19 again hides the window. For details, 

20  Video Capsules window. For details, 

ideo Capsules on the playback deck. 

21 d for Giga Pocket. Use it to go back to 
pports this function.

22

23  that are operated by the remote 

24  that are operated by the remote 

25 not change channels while recording.
e remote control

STOP, PLAY and PAUSE Used to stop playback, play, and pause playback of Vide
deck.

TV Pressing the TV button launches the Giga Pocket appli
switch to TV deck when Giga Pocket is displayed in Pla

VIDEO Pressing the Video button launches the Giga Pocket app
to switch to Playback deck when Giga Pocket is display

DVD Launches the pre-installed DVD playback software.

MUSIC Launches SonicStage.

HOME NETWORK Launches VAIO Media.

MENU Displays the Select Video Capsules window. Pressing it 
refer to the Giga Pocket Help files.

Up/Down/Left/Right and ENTER Used to select a Cabinet or Video Capsule in the Select
refer to the Giga Pocket Help files

Also used to operate the film roll when playing back V
For details, refer to the Giga Pocket Help files.

BACK This is a universal DVD playback function and is not use
a specified moment on the DVD, as long as the DVD su

TOOLS Not used for Giga Pocket.

APPLICATION START Displays a menu from where the different applications
commander can be started from.

APPLICATION CLOSE Displays a menu from where the different applications
commander can be closed from.

VOLUME and CHANNEL Used to adjust the volume and select a channel. You can

Button Function
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Wh adcast location to be used for 
wa our channels before you can watch 
TV

Pe
To 

1

2

annels

bout channels
en you start up Giga Pocket for the first time, you are prompted to set your bro
tching TV or video programs on your computer. This means that you have to set y
 on your computer. Later you can always add, change or delete channels.

rforming Giga Pocket TV Setup
perform Giga Pocket TV Setup, proceed as follows:

Click Start and select All programs.

Point to Giga Pocket, select All Software and then TV Setup.
The TV Setup Wizard appears.
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3
ria, UK, Italy and Germany.

4

 

5

6  do not work.
lect the Giga Pocket Server tab.

7

✍ M (France). In case of a border region, where both 
our location.

, frequencies and names).
annels

Change your Broadcast Location if necessary.
You have the choice between: Netherlands, Belgium, France, Switzerland, Aust

Click Next to start scanning channels.
Automatic channel scanning begins.
Scanning takes up to 4 minutes.

When scanning is finished, click the Next button in the TV Setup Wizard.

You are asked to fill in a password. Please do so otherwise some functions
You can always change the password afterwards. Launch TV Setup and the se

Click Finish.
Now you can watch programs with Giga Pocket on your computer.

GigaPocket supports both PAL (UK, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Italy and Belgium) and SECA
PAL and SECAM TV channels are available, it is recommended to perform a Giga Pocket TV Setup, selecting y

When you execute a Giga Pocket TV Setup, your previous channel setup data is lost (this means: Channel list
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Aft nels is displayed. The channel 
nu n this is the moment to change the 
ord ers to match your TV set’s channel 
lay

To 

1

2

dicator will move on to the 

3

annels

rting channels
er Giga Pocket TV Setup has been finished, an overview of the detected chan
mbering is sequential. If you would like to change the order of the channels, the
er of the channels in the channel list. You can for example set the channel numb

-out. It is recommended that you start with channel number 1.

change the channels in the channel list, proceed as follows:

Select a channel from the channel list.

Click either Up or Down.
The channel number of the selected channel is changed.
Once the number reaches the preceding/subsequent channel on the list, the in
preceding/subsequent channel.

Click OK.
The channel setting operation is finished and the TV Setup dialog box closes.
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Adding and modifying channels
You can register new channels in the Giga Pocket channel list any time you like.

To add channels, proceed as follows:

1 Launch Giga Pocket.
The Giga Pocket main window appears.

2 Select Channel(s) from the Settings menu.
The TV Setup dialog box appears.
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4 ms from your TV) or Video (if you 
hannels

Click the Add button.
The Add a channel dialog box appears.

In the Receiver band box, select TV Tuner (if you want to watch/record progra
want to watch/record programs from your video).
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5
r the channel have to be set.
x next to MHz.
equency begins changing in the 
earing on the Giga Pocket monitor 
omatic channel detection stops the 
 the Tune button again until the 

ws next to MHz in the Receiver 

6

7

8

✍
sary changes.
tion on their website. You may also find them on 

ded that you use an S-video or composite video 
ions menu.
annel in order to use it in Giga Pocket. In order to 
(page 13) procedure or perform another Giga 

nnels along with the channel assigned to the VCR 
annels

If you select TV Tuner, there are some options that become visible.
If the receiver band is set to TV tuner, the broadcast location and frequency fo
If you know the frequency of the channel enter it in the Receiver channel bo
If you do not know the frequency of the channel, click the Tune button. The fr
direction selected with the Direction option (Up or Down), and the image app
changes along with the frequency. When the required channel appears, the aut
scan automatically. If you want to stop it manually, click the Stop button. Click
desired channel has been found.
If necessary, you can fine-tune the frequency by clicking the up and down arro
channel box.

Enter the channel name in the Channel name box.

Click OK.
The channel is added.
The Add a channel dialog box closes.

Close the TV Setup dialog box.

To change the order of the channels in the Channel list option, click the Up and Down buttons.

To change the name of the channels in the Channel list option, click the Modify button and perform all neces
Some TV-signal distributors broadcast a separate TV channel with channel frequency info, some put this informa
the Ceefax/Teletext pages on your TV.
Notes regarding connecting your VCR or set-top box:
- If you connect your VCR or 'set-top' box (e.g. satellite decoder, pay TV decoder) to Giga Pocket, it is recommen
connection along with audio cables. Please select a video input using the Display External Input in the Funct
- If you connect your VCR or 'set-top' box by means of an RF cable to your computer, you will have to add a TV ch
add this channel, you can either manually search for the channel using the Adding and modifying channels 
Pocket TV setup in order to find all channels.
- Depending on the configuration of your TV system Giga Pocket will be able to find all terrestrial or cable TV cha
or set-top box. Please consult the manual of your VCR or set-top box for more information.
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annels

u can always edit the channel list. This means changing the channel name, setti
mber buttons of the remote control, and changing the order of channels in the

modify a channel, proceed as follows:

In the TV Setup dialog box, click the Modify button.
The Modify a Channel dialog box appears.
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2

3  the Next or Previous button.

ular channels are applied, even if 

4

annels

You can now modify:
- the receiver band;
- the frequency of the receiver channel;
- the channel name.

When the modification is set, but you still want to modify other channels, click
You jump to the next/previous channel.
When you click the Next/Previous button, all modified settings for that partic
the settings are cancelled afterwards.

When all modifications are set, click the OK button.
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W urces

W
Aft rces on your computer. To do this, 
you

To 

1

2

 

g/recording TV programs and video sources

atching/recording TV programs and video so

atching TV programs and video sources
er setting the channels, you can watch TV programs or video from external sou
 need to launch Giga Pocket.

launch Giga Pocket, proceed as follows:

Click Start and select All programs.

Point to Giga Pocket and then Giga Pocket again.
The Giga Pocket main window appears.
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 channel 
e audio 

3
yed.

4
splaying 
g/recording TV programs and video sources

Monitor area: Displays images of the TV/Recording deck and the playback deck.

-  The TV icon appears while you are watching a TV program.

-  The Start Recording icon appears while you are recording a TV program.

-  Video Capsule name during recording*.

- The Channel name.

-  There are 2 recording modes: SP (Standard Play) and HQ (High Quality)**.

-  Elapsed time from the beginning of the recording.

-  Recording time.

-  When the Stereo icon is lit, the channel broadcasts in stereo. If there is no Stereo icon, the
is broadcast in mono. After detecting the available audio modes, Giga Pocket automatically sets th
mode to the best possible audio mode available.

-  This icon means that a program is broadcast in 2 languages.

-  When you click the Play icon, the image of the playback deck on the monitor is displa

- Video Capsule name.
- Recording mode.
- Elapsed time from the beginning of the playback.
- Video Capsule time length.

-  The CH button displays the list of channels and the channel names. Another way of di
the channels is by clicking the left and right arrows on your keyboard.

-  Displays the previous channel.

-  Displays the next channel.
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* A et. Video Capsules are created on the hard 
disk

** C n other modes.

✍

5

6
r down. 

7

8

9

10

11
g/recording TV programs and video sources

 Video Capsule is a kind of container used to store audio and video clips recorded using Giga Pock
 of your computer and managed by Giga Pocket Explorer.

hoosing the High Quality recording mode improves the quality but uses more hard disk space tha

SP (Standard Play): resolution 720x576, bit rate 4 Mbps/D1 (MPEG2 Encoding).
HQ (High Quality): resolution 720x576, bit rate 8 Mbps/D1 (MPEG2 Encoding).

 Launches Giga Pocket Explorer.

-  Displays the volume control slider. You can adjust the volume by moving the slider up o

-  Decreases the volume.

-  Increases the volume.

-  Start Recording button.

-  Quick recording timer button.

 The Stop button stops recording or playback.

-  Start playback button.

-  Pause button.

 The Display film roll button shows or hides the film roll area.

 The Display bookmark list button shows or hides the bookmark list area.
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Gig k. Use the TV/Recording deck to 
wa

Rec Explorer.

Use

Bef :

❑ ard play),

❑ B*).

* D
- M
- St
- Ch
- Ch
If C witch between them at all time.

✍ re no longer available for the broadcasted TV 

he respective icon will appear to the left of the 
g/recording TV programs and video sources

cording TV programs and video sources
a Pocket is a double-deck system with a TV/Recording deck and a playback dec
tch TV or record the channel you are watching.

orded video is stored in Video Capsules, which are managed with Giga Pocket 

 the playback deck of Giga Pocket to play Video Capsules.

ore recording TV or video programs, you can always manually set the following

Recording quality (Settings – Recording mode – HQ (high quality)/SP (stand

Sound mode (Settings – Sound Mode – Mono/Stereo/Channel A/Channel 

epending on the available sound modes, the following settings are available:
ono: When selected analogue mono sound will be recorded.
ereo: When available stereo sound will be recorded.
annel A: When available the first language will be recorded.
annel B: When available the second language will be recorded.

hannel A and Channel B are visible in the Sound Mode menu, 2 languages are available. You can s

Regardless of the audio mode setting, the audio settings may change automatically when certain audio modes a
programme.

You can also modify the sound mode setting with the Timer Recording Wizard.
This menu does not reflect the status of the currently received program. If the program is in stereo or bilingual, t
channel display on the TV deck.
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1

2

er button.

3

4

5

✍

g/recording TV programs and video sources

record TV programs and video sources, proceed as follows:

Launch Giga Pocket.
The Giga Pocket main window appears.

Click the  TV button.
Images from the TV/Recording deck are displayed on the Giga Pocket monitor.

Click the  CH button and select a channel.
Images of the selected channel are displayed on the Giga Pocket monitor.

Click the  Start Recording button.

The Start Recording button changes into the  Quick recording tim
Recording to a new Video Capsule starts.

By clicking the Quick recording timer button, you can set the recording 
stop time in increments of 30 minutes, for up to 3 hours. However, if the 
available hard disk space is insufficient, the maximum recording time is 
displayed instead of the recording stop time.

Alternatively,

Select Set the time to stop recording from the Functions menu.
The Set Recording stop time dialog box appears.

Specify the recording stop time by using the keyboard or by clicking the up/
down buttons.

Click OK.
The recording stop time is set.

Recording automatically stops when the hard disk runs out of space.

You can only set the recording time length up to 12 hours.
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 to increase free disk space during recording, such 

cording process will stop before the set recording 

rding starts. If another recording is in process 5 
s about 3 minutes before the scheduled recording 

isplayed in the taskbar.
Video Capsules.

ut stopping the recording. This is called Slip play. 
g the program, the playback deck plays it from the 
g/recording TV programs and video sources

The recording stop time is determined by the available hard disk space.
The maximum recording time for Giga Pocket is estimated when the recording process starts; therefore, attempts
as deletion of files, will not extend the recording time.
Likewise, when the free disk space is reduced because, for example, other files are copied to the hard disk, the re
stop time.
To ensure the successful activation of timer recording, no recording is allowed about 3 minutes before timer reco
minutes before the scheduled recording start time, the system displays a message and stops the recording proces
start time.
Even if you exit Giga Pocket, the timer recording continues as long as the Timer Recording Manager icon is d
Giga Pocket uses a new Video Capsule for each recording. It is impossible to overwrite the contents of recorded 
While recording a TV program, you can play back a Video Capsule.
While recording a program, you can watch the beginning of the recording after a few secondes at any time, witho
To start slip play, click the Functions menu and select Start Slip Play. While the TV/Recording deck is recordin
beginning.
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Se
Thi iodically (daily, weekly) and to set 
the  end of the following year).

The easily. This is helpful if the program 
set s extended.

✍ one on such time period will be an hour shorter or 
d for all consecutive recordings.

necessary.
op time to get ready for the subsequent recording.
g/recording TV programs and video sources

tting the Timer Recording Wizard
s function allows you to set timer recording settings of programs broadcast per
m for programs that are broadcast in the near and not so near future (until the

 start time and stop time that have been set for timer recording can be changed 
 for timer recording is delayed due to a change in the programme schedule or i

The timer recording function does not take daylight saving time into account; therefore, outcome of recordings d
longer than the intended recording length. The original time setting, before you changed the time, will be applie

Please check to see if there are any timer recordings scheduled for daylight saving time, and make corrections if 
When timer recordings follow back to back, each recording finishes about 30 seconds before the set recording st
Timer recording settings cannot overlap each other. Any attempt to set overlapping timer recordings will fail.
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Thi d.

To s:

1

2

3
 of the Timer Recording Wizard 

 

g/recording TV programs and video sources

tting a new timer recording
s function sets up timer recordings. Up to 100 timer recordings can be schedule

set a new timer recording using the Timer Recording Wizard, proceed as follow

Click Start, All programs, Giga Pocket, Timer Recording Wizard.
The Timer Recording Wizard appears.

Select the New Timer Recording check box.

Click Next.
The New Timer Recording - Set Channel, Start Date and Time dialog box
appears.
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4

5 .59).

6  time ahead 3 minutes or more to 
 broadcast time.

7
x appears.

 

g/recording TV programs and video sources

Select a channel.

Set the recording start date and recording start time (time between 00:00 – 23

Select the Control start time check box if you want to set the recording start
allow for a possible discrepancy between your computer’s clock and the actual

Click Next.
The New Timer Recording - Set stop time and recording mode dialog bo
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8

9 p time of the recorded programme.

10

11

cide buttons are disabled, and you 
g/recording TV programs and video sources

Set the recording stop time.
When you set the time after 23.59, the date automatically changes.

Select the Control stop time check box if you want to extend the recording sto

Select the recording and sound mode you want.

Now you can click the Decide or the Next button.
Click Decide to complete the timer recording setup.
The Confirm dialog box appears.
Click Next.
Your setup is saved and the Completed dialog box appears.
Click Finish.

Alternatively,

Click Next to continue setting up.
The Set details dialog box appears.
- Set a daily, weekly or 1 time recording.
- Select an expiration date of a Video Capsule.
- Enter a Video Capsule name.
- Enter a memo indicating the contents of the Video Capsule.
Click Next.
The Confirm dialog box appears.
Click Next.
Your setup is saved and the Completed dialog box appears.
Click Finish.

If the amount of used disk space exceeds the free disk space, the Next and De
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 space box and change the save 
rom high quality to standard play), 

To 

1

 

g/recording TV programs and video sources

cannot set up the timer recording. Click the down arrow next to the Free disk
destination cabinet, increase the disk space by changing the recording mode (f
or by deleting Video Capsules.

set a new timer using Giga Pocket Explorer, proceed a follows:

Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
The Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.
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2
 in the Timer Recording Wizard 

3 zard.

✍
uced.
g/recording TV programs and video sources

Select New Recording from the Timer Recording menu.
The New Timer Recording - Set Channel, Start Date and Time dialog box
appears.

Continue from step 5 in To set a new timer using the Timer Recording Wi

A new recording always creates a new Video Capsule.

When a timer recording is set, a Video Capsule for timer recording is created, and the free hard disk space is red
When entering a Video Capsule name, you cannot give a blank name.
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anaging the timer recording
u can easily adjust the recording start time or the recording stop time. This is he
ayed due to a change in the programme schedule or is extended.

u can also change the name of an unrecorded Video Capsule and cancel a timer

ting the timer recording

 Timer Recording Manager and the list area of Giga Pocket Explorer show time

list a timer recording with the Time Recording Manager, proceed as follows:

uble-click the Timer Recording Manager icon in the taskbar.
 Timer Recording Manager dialog box appears.

ist of timer recordings is shown on the Timer Recording List.
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list a timer recording with Giga Pocket Explorer, proceed as follows:

nch Giga Pocket Explorer (Start-All programs-Giga Pocket-Giga Pocket E
 Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.
 list area shows a list of Video Capsules set for timer recordings.
re are 3 views (View-View as-Icon/List/Calendar):

 the  icon view, the icon is displayed.

 the  list view, Waiting for timer recording is displayed in the Status fie

e  calendar view is useful for checking the date of timer recordings.

justing the recording start time

u can adjust the recording start time of a timer recording by selecting a Video C
cket Explorer. The recording stop time is changed automatically in accordance

adjust the recording start time using the Timer Recording Manager, proceed as

Launch the Timer Recording Manager.
The Timer Recording Manager window appears.

Select the Video Capsule you want to update.

Click the Timer Recording menu.

Select Change starting time.
The Adjust Start Recording Time - Adjust Recording Start Time dialog bo
appears.
The settings for the timer recording selected in step 2, are displayed.
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Adjust the recording start time by moving the slider left or right using your mo

Click Next.
The Confirm dialog box appears.

Click Next.
Your setup is saved, and the Completed dialog box appears.

Click Finish.
The Timer Recording Wizard closes.
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adjust the recording start time using Giga Pocket Explorer, proceed as follows:

Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
The Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.

In the list area, click the timer recording for which you want to adjust the reco
The selected timer recording is highlighted.

Select Change starting time from the Timer Recording menu.
The Adjust Start Recording Time - Adjust Recording Start Time dialog bo
appears.

Continue from step 5 in To adjust the recording start time using the Time

The recording start time of an in-progress timer recording cannot be adjusted.

justing the recording stop time

u can adjust the recording stop time of a timer recording by selecting a Video C
cket Explorer. The recording start time is not changed.

adjust the recording stop time using the Timer Recording Manager, proceed as

Launch the Timer Recording Manager.
The Timer Recording Manager window appears.

Select the Video Capsule you want to update.

Click the Timer Recording menu.

Select Change ending time.
The Adjust End Recording Time - Adjust Recording Stop Time dialog box
appears.
The settings for the timer recording selected in step 2, are displayed.
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Set the recording stop time by moving the slider left or right using your mouse
The recording stop time of an in-progress timer recording can be adjusted. The
disabled about 5 minutes before the timer recording stops.

Click Next.
The Confirm dialog box appears.

Click Next.
The Completed dialog box appears.

Click Finish.
The Timer Recording Wizard closes.
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adjust the recording stop time using Giga Pocket Explorer, proceed as follows:

Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
The Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.

In the list area, click the timer recording for which you want to adjust the reco
The selected timer recording is highlighted.

Select Change ending time from the Timer Recording menu.
The Adjust End Recording Time - Adjust Recording Stop Time dialog box
appears.

Continue from step 5 in To adjust the recording stop time using the Time

The extended portion may not be recorded if the free space on the hard disk has been taken up.

You can set the recording time length up to 12 hours. You cannot extend the timer recording beyond 12 hours.

justing the timer recording

u can change the settings of a timer recording by selecting a Video Capsule from
lorer.

adjust the timer recording using the Timer Recording Manager, proceed as foll

Launch the Timer Recording Manager.
The Timer Recording Manager window appears.

Select the Video Capsule you want to update.

Click the Timer Recording menu.

Select Change Timer Recording.
The Adjust Timer Recording - Set Channel, Start date and Time dialog bo
appears.
The settings for the timer recording selected in step 2, are displayed.

Adjust the recording start date and recording start time (time between 00:00 –
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Select the Control start time check box if you want to set the recording start
a possible discrepancy between your computer’s clock and the actual broadcas

Click Next.
The Adjust Timer Recording – Set stop time and recording mode dialog 

Adjust the recording stop time.

Select the Control stop time check box if you want to extend the recording sto

Now you can click the Decide or the Next button.
Click Decide to complete the timer recording setup.
OR
Click Next to continue setting up (daily or weekly recording, expiration date, V

Click Finish.

adjust the timer recording using Giga Pocket Explorer, proceed as follows:

Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
The Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.

In the list area, click the timer recording for which you want to adjust the time
The selected timer recording is highlighted.

Select Change Timer Recording from the Timer Recording menu.
The Adjust Timer Recording - Set Channel, Start date and Time dialog bo
appears.

Continue from step 5 in To adjust the timer recording using the Timer Re

If the amount of used disk space exceeds the free disk space, the Next and Decide buttons are disabled, and you
arrow next to the Free disk space box and change the save destination cabinet, increase the disk space by cha
standard play), or by deleting Video Capsules.

When a timer recording is set, a Video Capsule for timer recording is created, and the free hard disk space is red
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ncelling the timer recording

er recordings in the Waiting for timer recording status can be cancelled. Yo
er recording.

cancel the timer recording using the Timer Recording Manager, proceed as foll

Launch the Timer Recording Manager.
The Timer Recording Manager window appears.
Select the Video Capsule you want to cancel.
Click the Timer Recording menu.
Select Cancel Timer Recording.
The Confirm dialog box of Timer Recording Wizard appears.
The settings for the timer recording selected in step 2, are displayed.
To cancel the timer recording, click Next.
The Completed dialog box appears.
Click Finish.
The Timer Recording Wizard closes.

cancel the timer recording using Giga Pocket Explorer, proceed as follows:

Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
The Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.

In the list area, click the timer recording you want to cancel.
The selected timer recording is highlighted.

Select Cancel Timer Recording from the Timer Recording menu.
The Confirm dialog box of Timer Recording Wizard appears.

Continue from step 5 in To cancel the timer recording using the Timer Re

You cannot cancel the timer recording about 3 minutes before its start time.

You cannot restore any timer recordings once cancelled.
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errupting the current timer recording

s function interrupts the current timer recording. This is useful if you want to re

interrupt the current timer recording, proceed as follows:

Right-click the Timer Recording Manager icon in the taskbar.
A pop-up menu appears.

Select Stop the current recording from the pop-up menu.
A confirmation dialog box appears.

Click Yes.
The current timer recording is interrupted.
The status of an interrupted timer recording turns into Recorded.

abling the timer recording
n when you are watching a TV programme or playing a Video Capsule, the tim
er Recording Manager icon is displayed in the taskbar. When you are record
ket, the current recording is stopped and the timer recording is performed.

he Timer Recording Manager icon is not displayed in the taskbar, launch Tim
 timer recording.

enable the timer recording, proceed as follows:

nch the Timer Recording Manager by clicking the Launch Timer Recording

cket Explorer or click the Start Recording  button in Giga Pocket.

 Timer Recording Manager  icon is displayed in the taskbar. 
 timer recording function is enabled.
 timer recording starts on the set recording start time.
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Timer recordings are not performed when the computer is turned off.

Until about 7 minutes before the recording start time, you can set your computer to Stand by through the Wind
To go into Stand by, right-click the Timer Recording Manager icon. 
Select Windows Stand by from the pop-up menu.
The computer is put into power saving mode.
The computer starts up automatically about 5 minutes before the recording start time and performs the timer rec

sabling the timer recording
disable the timer recording, exit the Timer Recording Manager in the taskba

disable the timer recording, proceed as follows:

Right-click the Timer Recording Manager icon in the taskbar.
A pop-up menu appears.

Select Exit from the pop-up menu.
A confirmation dialog box appears.

Click Yes.
Timer Recording Manager closes and the Timer Recording Manager icon i

When you disable timer recording by exiting Timer Recording Manager, timer recordings will not be performe
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anaging video capsules
u can view a list of Video Capsules and organise them into Cabinets using Giga
 contents or change the settings of Video Capsules without playing them back 

ting Video Capsules
u can display a list of Video Capsules in the list area of Giga Pocket Explorer.

list Video Capsules, proceed as follows:

Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
The Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.
The list area shows a list of Video Capsules.

Click  on the toolbar to select the list format to view.
The view switches.

eviewing Video Capsules
u can briefly check the contents of a Video Capsule by previewing it.

s function is useful for checking a summary of the contents of a Video Capsule.

preview Video Capsules, proceed as follows:

Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
The Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.

In the list area, click a Video Capsule you want to preview.
The selected Video Capsule is highlighted.
The main thumbnail is displayed on the preview monitor.

Click the playback  button in the preview monitor.
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Main thumbnails are not displayed for Video Capsules set for timer recording.

Main thumbnails may not be displayed for some Video Capsules imported from MPEG files.
In Giga Pocket Explorer you can set access restrictions to a Video Capsule, so only those with the password, can 
set access restrictions, proceed as follows:
1. Select the Video Capsule.
2. Click the Video Capsules menu.
3. Select Access Restriction.
The Set access restriction window appears.
4. Enter your password and confirm it.
5. Click OK.
Preview is not available for access restricted capsules.
If you want to play back the restricted Video Capsule, proceed as follows:
1. Double-click the Video Capsule.
The Cancel access restriction window appears.
2. Enter the password and click OK.
To cancel the access restriction, repeat step 1 to 5.
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rning Video Capsules to a DVD
s possible to burn Video Capsules on DVD.

burn Video Capsules on DVD, proceed as follows:

Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.

Select the Video Capsule you want to burn on DVD.

Close the Giga Pocket main window and then click the Launch DVD writing
Video Capsules > Send to > Click to DVD (if you do not close the main windo
Overlay error message).
Click to DVD launches and the Video Capsule is imported to Click to DVD.

Refer to the online Click to DVD help file for more information.

iting Video Capsules
u can edit a Video Capsule with DVgate Plus.

send a Video Capsule to DVgate Plus, proceed as follows:

Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.

Select the Video Capsule you want to edit.

Click the Launch MPEG Edit software  button, or click Video Capsules

DVgate Plus launches and the Video Capsule is automatically imported.

Refer to the online DVgate Plus help file for more information.
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tegorising Video Capsules
u can create Cabinets using Giga Pocket Explorer to organise your Video Caps
her than My Cabinet) and use them to save and manage Video Capsules.

eating a new Cabinet
create a new Cabinet, proceed as follows:
Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
The Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.
On the Video Capsules menu, click Create New Cabinet.
The Create new Cabinet dialog box appears.
Enter the Cabinet name in the Cabinet name field.
Click OK.
A new cabinet has been created with D:\Giga Pocket V5 as the default 
saving folder. If you want to save in another folder, click the Add 
Saving Folder button.
The Settings dialog box appears.
Click Add.
The Browse For Folder dialog box appears.
Specify the location of the folder where you want your Video Capsules to be sa
The Browse For Folder dialog box closes.
Click OK.
The Settings dialog box closes.
Click OK.
The Create new Cabinet dialog box closes.
The new Cabinet is created with the specified name and displayed in Giga Pock
You find My Cabinet by default on D:\Giga Pocket V5. You cannot delete or rename this cabinet.

When the list area is displayed in the calendar view, the Cabinets are not. Click  or  to switch to icon v
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ving or copying Video Capsules to another Cabinet
move or copy Video Capsules to another Cabinet, proceed as follows:
Click the Cabinet containing Video Capsules.
The Video Capsules contained in the selected Cabinet are displayed.
Click the Video Capsule that you want to move to the new Cabinet.
The selected Video Capsule is highlighted.
To select multiple Video Capsules, click them while pressing the <Ctrl>-key.
Drag the selected Video Capsule(s) to the new Cabinet.
The Video Capsule(s) is (are) moved to the new Cabinet.
Video Capsules are copied in the following situations:
- When dragging a Video Capsule contained in a Cabinet on the network.
- When dragging a Video Capsule to a Cabinet on the network.

leting Video Capsules
u can delete Video Capsule at any time.
delete Video Capsules, proceed as follows:
Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
The Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.
In the list area, click a Video Capsule you want to delete.
The selected Video Capsule is highlighted.
Select Delete Video Capsules from the Video Capsules menu.
A confirmation dialog box appears.
Click Yes.
The selected Video Capsule is deleted.
The following Video Capsules cannot be deleted:
- Video Capsules with broken safety tabs.
- Video Capsules to start timer recording within 3 minutes.
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otecting Video Capsules against deletion
breaking the safety tab on a Video Capsule, you can protect it from accidental 

protect Video Capsules against deletion, proceed as follows:

Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
The Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.

In the list area, click the Video Capsule you want to protect.
The selected Video Capsule is highlighted.

Select Video Capsule Information from the Video Capsules menu.
The Video Capsule Information dialog box appears.

Click the Detailed information tab.

Set the Expiration date of Video Capsules option to Never.

Select the Break safety tab check box.

Click OK.
The safety tab is broken, and the Video Capsule is protected.

The safety tab on the following Video Capsules is unbreakable:
- Video Capsules with an expiration date.
- Video Capsules set for timer recording.
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tting expiration dates for Video Capsules
eo Capsules with an expiration date are deleted on the expiration date. For exa
gramme such as a serial drama broadcasted regularly at the same time of the s
 system so that each episode is deleted automatically after two weeks. This fun

set an expiration date for Video Capsules, proceed as follows:

Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
The Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.

In the list area, click a Video Capsule you want to set an expiration date for.
The selected Video Capsule is highlighted.

Select Video Capsule Information from the Video Capsules menu.
The Video Capsule Information dialog box appears.

Click the Detailed information tab.

Select an expiration date for the Video Capsule.
For example, set the expiration date to 2 days, so that the recordings are auto
This way, only two Video Capsules are necessary for recording.

Click OK.
The expiration date is set.

The Timer Recording Manager deletes expired Video Capsules. Expired Video Capsules are not deleted unless 
in the taskbar.

Note that expired Video Capsules are deleted even if you have not viewed them yet.
An expiration date cannot be set for Video Capsules with broken safety tabs.
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ecking the maximum recording time of Video Capsules
u can roughly estimate the amount of time available for a Video Capsule record
ce on the hard disk.

check the maximum recording time of Video Capsules, proceed as follows:

Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
The Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.

Check the maximum recording time and the amount of free disk space.
A pie chart shows the free disk space available for Giga Pocket.

The recording function of Giga Pocket is disabled when the amount of free space on the hard disk becomes less 

arching Video Capsules
u can search Video Capsules by keywords (for example, by name or words conta
l is case sensitive, this means, the word will not be recognized if the case forma
kes a distinction between lower case letters and capital letters).

search Video Capsules, proceed as follows:

Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
The Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.

Select Find from the Video Capsules menu.
The Search dialog box appears.

Set the search criteria.

In the Character strings to search option, you can enter a Video Capsule nam
memo.
With the Search memo option selected, Video Capsules are highlighted when t
strings to search field are found in them or their memos.
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Click Search.
Searching begins.
The first Video Capsule found that matches the criteria, is highlighted.
If no Video Capsule satisfying the conditions is found, the Cannot find the ap
message appears.

By default, recorded Video Capsules are saved in My Cabinet. You can create new Cabinets and set one as the
recording start time and the channel are used as the name of the Video Capsules.
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porting Video Capsules
u can export Video Capsules to MPEG1, MPEG2 and AVI files.

porting Video Capsules to MPEG2 files
u can export Video Capsules to MPEG2 files and save them.

export Video Capsules to MPEG2 files, proceed as follows: 

Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
The Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.

In the list area, click a Video Capsule you want to export to an 
MPEG2 file.
The selected Video Capsule is highlighted.

Select Export from the Video Capsules menu.
The Export dialog box appears.

Click Browse to select the location and then enter a name for the 
MPEG2 file.

Specify if you want to delete the original Video Capsule from Giga 
Pocket Explorer after it is exported to the MPEG2 file.
If you do not want to delete the Video Capsule, undo the selection 
in the Delete Video capsules after exporting check box.

Select the Converting into MPEG2 option in Export Video Capsules As.

Click Run.
The Video Capsule is exported to the MPEG2 file.

To play back MPEG2 files, you need a MPEG2 codec. Such a codec is already installed on the Giga Pocket compu
computer, you might need to install it.
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porting Video Capsules to MPEG1 files
u can export Video Capsules to MPEG1 files and save them.

export Video Capsules to MPEG1 files, proceed as follows: 

Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
The Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.

In the list area, click a Video Capsule you want to export to an MPEG1 file.
The selected Video Capsule is highlighted.

Select Export from the Video Capsules menu.
The Export dialog box appears.

Click Browse to select the location and then enter a name for the MPEG1 file.

Specify if you want to delete the original Video Capsule from Giga Pocket Explor
file.
If you do not want to delete the Video Capsule, undo the selection in the Delete
check box.

Select the Converting into MPEG1 option in Export Video Capsules As.

Click Run.
The Video Capsule is exported to the MPEG1 file.

ernatively,

Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
The Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.

In the list area, click a Video Capsule you want to convert to an MPEG1 file.
The selected Video Capsule is highlighted.
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Select Send To from the Video Capsules menu.

Select MPEG1 Converter.
The Video Capsule is converted to an MPEG1 file.

Click the Exit button.

To play back MPEG1 files, you need regular playback software.

porting Video Capsules to AVI files
u can export Video Capsules to AVI files that are compatible with DV and save t
export Video Capsules to AVI files, proceed as follows:
Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
The Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.
In the list area, click the Video Capsule you want to export to an AVI file.
The selected Video Capsule is highlighted.
Select Export from the Video Capsules menu.
The Export dialog box appears.
Click Browse to select the location and then give a name to the AVI file.
Specify if you want to delete the original Video Capsule from Giga Pocket Expl
file.
Select AVI in Video Camera from the Export Video Capsules As option.
Click Run.
The Video Capsule is exported to the AVI file.
If the size of the AVI file exceeds 2 GB, the Video Capsule is automatically divided into separate files of less than
When a file is subdivided e.g., into four files, they are written as follows.
name000(.avi)
name001(.avi)
name002(.avi)
name003(.avi).
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porting MPEG files as Video Capsules
s function imports MPEG 1 and 2 files created with a Sony application as Video 
h Giga Pocket Explorer.

import MPEG files as Video Capsules, proceed as follows:

Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
The Giga Pocket Explorer main window appears.

Select Import from the Video Capsules menu.
The Import dialog box appears.

Click Browse to specify the MPEG 1 or 2 file or enter the location in which it is

Click Open.

Enter the Video Capsule name.
The Video Capsule name you enter here is the one applied when the MPEG 1 o
Capsule.

Click Run.
The MPEG 1 or 2 file is converted to a Video Capsule.

Only MPEG files created with DVgate or other applications provided with VAIO computers can be converted to V

You cannot leave the name blank. You must enter a name.
The Video Capsules are saved in the Cabinet set as the default saving cabinet for Video Capsules. By default, the
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Sh mputers
Gig  computer connected via a network.

Be omputers
Bef lows:

1 etwork (second computer).
e of your computer.

2
constantly whenever the computer 
a Pocket, then click Giga Pocket 

3

4

5

6

Cabinets between two Giga Pocket computers

aring Cabinets between two Giga Pocket co
a Pocket Server is used to access Giga Pocket Cabinets from another Giga Pocket

fore sharing Cabinets between two Giga Pocket c
ore operating Giga Pocket from another Giga Pocket computer, proceed as fol

Connect the computer installed with Giga Pocket and another computer to a n
For the details about how to connect to a network, refer to the Hardware guid

Display Giga Pocket Server.
Although Giga Pocket Server does not always appear on the screen, it operates 
is running. To display it, click the Start button, point to All Programs and Gig
Server in All Software.

Write down the computer name appearing on the title bar of Giga 
Pocket Server.

You will need this computer name when you connect to Giga Pocket 
Server from another computer at a later stage.

If no password is set yet (see Performing Giga Pocket TV Setup 
(page 10)), display the TV Setup dialog box by clicking Settings in the 
Operation menu, and then type a password in the Giga Pocket Server 
tab.

When you are finished, click the OK button to close the TV Setup dialog 
box.
If you do not set a password, you cannot connect to Giga Pocket Server 
from any other computer.
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Yo me network. It allows you to access 
the ough a network are referred to as 
Ne  in Giga Pocket Explorer.

✍
To 

1
2

ant to connect.
3  the Connect button.

e this password check box. If you 
launches, it is automatically 

4

To 

1
2

3

Cabinets between two Giga Pocket computers

nnecting to Giga Pocket Server
u can connect your computer to another computer’s Giga Pocket Server on the sa
 Cabinets in that computer’s Giga Pocket Explorer. Cabinets that you access thr

twork Cabinets. You can handle Network Cabinets exactly as any other Cabinet

Make sure that the computer to which you want to connect is running.

connect to the Giga Pocket server, proceed as follows:

Launch Giga Pocket Explorer.
Click Connect/Disconnect on the Network menu.
The Connect/Disconnect Server dialog box appears.
The servers on the same network appear in the Server list.
The name of the server is the same as the name of the computer to which you w
Select the server to which you want to connect in the Server list and then click
The Connect to Server dialog box appears.
The selected server appears in Connected Server.
If you want Giga Pocket Server to remember the password you set, select the Sav
also select the Reconnect auto check box, the next time Giga Pocket Explorer 
connected.
Click OK.
The Connect/Disconnect Server dialog box closes.
The Network Cabinets appear in blue in Giga Pocket Explorer.

disconnect from the Giga Pocket server, proceed as follows:

Select the server in Connected Server.
Click the Disconnect button.
The disconnected server appears in the Server list.
Click OK.
The Connect/Disconnect Server dialog box closes.
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